Resources for Finding and Using OER

Open Licences
- Copyright and Open Licences
- Creative Commons
- Add a Creative Commons Licence to Your Work

Open Textbooks
- BC Open Textbook Collection
- LibreTexts
- Open Textbook Library
- OpenStax
- Other Open Textbook Collections and Publishers

How to Attribute an Open Resource
[Title] by [author] is under a [licence].
“Small bouquet of purple flowers” by Marco Verch is under a CC BY 2.0 Licence.

General OER Collections
- OER by Discipline Directory
- eCampus Ontario Open Library
- OER Commons
- Other General OER Repositories

Open Media Searches
- Wikimedia Commons
- Google Images – “Labelled for reuse” search filter
- Flickr – Creative Commons search filter
- YouTube – Creative Commons search filter
- Vimeo – Creative Commons search filter
- Other open media sources
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